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A stirring case for a wholesale reimagining of the framing, tactics, and goals we employ in our

journey to heal from ecological destruction With research and insight, Charles Eisenstein

details how the quantification of the natural world leads to a lack of integration and our “fight”

mentality. With an entire chapter unpacking the climate change denier’s point of view, he

advocates for expanding our exclusive focus on carbon emissions to see the broader picture

beyond our short-sighted and incomplete approach. The rivers, forests, and creatures of the

natural and material world are sacred and valuable in their own right—not simply for carbon

credits or preventing the extinction of one species versus another. After all, when you ask

someone why they first became an environmentalist, they’re likely to point to the river they

played in, the ocean they visited, the wild animals they observed, or the trees they climbed

when they were a kid. This refocusing away from impending catastrophe and our inevitable

doom cultivates meaningful emotional and psychological connections and provides real,

actionable steps to caring for the earth. Freeing ourselves from a war mentality and seeing the

bigger picture of how everything from prison reform to saving the whales can contribute to our

planetary ecological health, we resist reflexive postures of solution and blame and reach

toward the deep place where commitment lives.
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Patsy, for showing me the power of life to heal.Prologue: Lost in a MazeOnce upon a time, a

man was lost in a maze. How he got there is another story—to learn a mystery, perhaps, or to

find a treasure. In any case, by now he has forgotten how or why he came to be there. He

holds onto a faint memory of a sunlit realm, or a memory of a memory, that tells him that the

maze isn’t the whole of reality. He got there somehow, and there must be a way out. And lately

it has become more and more painful to be inside. The maze is getting hotter and hotter, and

he knows he will die if he doesn’t find the exit soon. What was once an exciting exploration has

become a monstrous trap.Frantically he races around seeking the way out. Left, right, left,

right, up and down, around in circles he runs, hitting dead ends and turning back, finding

himself again and again back at his starting point. He begins to despair—after all that effort he

has gotten nowhere.A committee of voices in his head offers him advice: how to run faster, how

to choose smarter. He heeds first one, then another, yet no matter how different the advice the

result is always the same. Sometimes, amid the cacophony, he hears another voice as well, a

quieter voice telling him, “Stop.” “You aren’t getting anywhere,” it says. “Just stop.”The other

voices respond with outrage, “You cannot stop. You cannot rest. Only by using your two feet will

you ever get out of here, and the situation is urgent so you’d better move those feet fast. The

window of opportunity is closing. Now is the time for action. After you get out, then it will be

time to rest.”And so he runs all the faster, his head filled with new stratagems, pushing himself

to an all-out effort. And once again, after many twists and turns, he finds himself back in the

center of the maze.This time he has to stop. Out of sheer exhaustion and despair, he collapses

in a heap. The tumult of advice subsides, leaving his mind for once quiet, as happens when

every option is exhausted and one just doesn’t know what to do. Now he has a chance to

ponder his wanderings, and in the empty space of his mental quiet, new realizations are born.



He realizes that there has been a pattern to his wanderings. Perhaps he followed each left turn

with a right turn. He also remembers running past small, dark passages that he ignored

because they seemed unpromising. He remembers glimpsing secret doors that he was too

much in a hurry to investigate. In quietude, he begins to understand the structure of the

territory he has been racing in.By now his heartbeat and breath have calmed along with his

mind, and another sound comes into his awareness. It is a beautiful, musical sound that, he

now realizes, has been there all along, drowned out by his pounding footsteps and ragged

breathing. He knows that he must never lose touch with that sound again.The man begins to

walk again, slowly this time. He knows that if he panics and starts running (understandable,

since the crisis he’s been trying to escape is real) then he will fall into old habits. Guided by his

newfound understanding, he explores the small, dark passageways that he’d dismissed before.

He enters the hidden doorways that take time to unlock. Sometimes these new doors and

passages lead to dead ends too, but at least now there is hope. He is in new territory,

unfamiliar territory. No longer is he endlessly finding himself back at his starting point. Now he

is wandering for real.As he leaves familiar territory farther behind, his understanding of the

structure of that part of the maze becomes less and less useful. He faces choice points without

a mental map. Should he turn left or right? At those moments he again stops, gets quiet, and

listens, tuning in again to that musical sound that he keeps in his awareness. From which

direction does the sound come through the most clearly? That is the direction he

chooses.Sometimes when he follows the music it seems to take him the wrong way. “That

couldn’t possibly be the way out,” he thinks. But then the passage turns again, and he comes to

trust more and more this sound that calls him.Following the music, eventually the man reaches

the final passageway, which he recognizes because of the daylight glow at the end of it. He

emerges into the sunlit realm he always knew must exist; it is more beautiful than he ever

dared imagine. And there he finds the source of the music. It is his Lover, who has been

singing to him all this time.1A Crisis of BeingA Lost TruthIstill remember the event that made

me into an environmentalist. I was seven or eight years old, standing outside with my father

watching a large flock of starlings fly past. “That’s a big flock of birds,” I said.My father told me

then about the passenger pigeon, whose flocks once filled the skies, so vast that they

stretched from horizon to horizon for hours on end. “They are extinct now,” he told me. “People

would just point their guns to the sky and shoot randomly, and the pigeons would fall. Now

there aren’t any left.” I’d known about the dinosaurs before then, but that was the first time I

really understood the meaning of the word “extinct.”I cried in my bed that night, and many

nights thereafter. That was when I still knew how to cry—a capacity that, once extinguished

through the brutality of teenage boyhood in the 1980s, was nearly as hard to resuscitate as it

would be to bring the passenger pigeon back to earth.11 The reader will notice that I

sometimes capitalize “Earth” and sometimes do not. When I refer to it as a planet, I capitalize

it. When I refer to it as a realm of habitation, or as a synonym for ground, or in the sense of a

place where life happens (any planet like ours would be an earth), I do not.These two kinds of

extinction are related. From what state of being do we extinguish other species, ruin earth and

sea, and treat nature as a collection of resources to be allocated for maximum short-term

benefit? It can come only from the constriction, numbing, and diversion of our capacity to feel

empathy and love. No mere personal failing, this numbing is inseparable from the deep

narratives that run our civilization, and the social systems that those narratives

support.Appearances to the contrary, it is neither folly nor myopia that sets us on a path of

collective ruin. These are symptoms of a deeper malady. Would you say of the alcoholic that if

he were only shown that drinking harms his health, relationships, and economic security, then



his dismal future would scare him into quitting? Of course not. The foolish sacrifice of the future

for a temporary surcease from the inner pain isn’t driven by stupidity. Therefore, you can

harangue him about the damage to his liver all you want, and maybe he’ll say, “Yeah, you’re

right,” and cut back for a few weeks, or he will promise to drink less, with every good intention.

But nothing will really change. How similar that scenario is to the climate talks. We agree to cut

back—and agree, at the same time, to ignore the social and economic conditions that make

cutting back impossible. Carbon emissions continue to grow after nearly three decades of

climate talks and agreements. This pattern extends beyond the matters of climate. Species

continue to perish, bat colonies and bee hives to collapse, forests to wither, coral reefs to

bleach, and elephants and whales to die. No one wants to live on a barren planet, a sick

planet, or a dying planet, yet like an addict we seem helpless to change course.Like many

clichés, “our addiction to fossil fuels” contains a lost truth. Usually I hear the phrase used in

tones of condemnation or disgust (betraying the same lack of empathy that is part of the

problem). But if we take the addiction metaphor seriously, we would next inquire as to what

drives the addiction.Some on the left say it is capitalism. Yet the Soviet Union committed

grievous environmental damage as well; besides, capitalism (like communism) is itself

embedded in more fundamental belief systems that are largely beneath the surface of our

awareness. It is these that I intend to excavate in this book, hoping therefrom to derive

precepts and strategies for ecological healing. I will describe how many of the efforts to fight

climate change or save the environment are based on the same assumptions that drive us

toward ruin. I will identify fundamental problems in what I’ll call the Standard Narrative of

climate change, and show how the framing of the problem is part of the problem. I will explain

how solutions that come from that narrative risk making things worse. The maze thus revealed,

I’ll explore the dark passageways and secret doorways that the dominant discourse ignores,

but that an alternative Story of the World illuminates.It is not wrong ideas that drive addiction.

Addiction arises in the presence of basic unmet needs. The food addict isn’t really hungry for

food; she is hungry for connection. The alcoholic is seeking just to feel okay for a while. The

gambler yearns for liberation from economic or psychological confinement. The porn addict’s

true desire is for intimacy and acceptance. These (admittedly, trivialized) examples at least

convey a general principle: Desire comes from unmet needs. When the true object of the

desire is unavailable, the desire is displaced onto the most accessible substitute. What is the

unmet need behind the addiction to fossil fuels?In addiction theory there is a concept of

addiction transfer: when the addict is forcibly deprived of the object of her addiction, she will

transfer the addiction onto something else. Recipients of bariatric surgery who can no longer

overeat might start drinking or gambling instead. Overeating, drinking, and gambling are

symptoms of a deeper wound. Similarly, I will argue, the current environmentalist obsession

with fossil fuels is also too narrow. Conceivably, we could find another fuel source and maintain

the addiction to a system of economics and production that consumes the world.What is it that

we are really looking for in our quest for bigger, faster, and more? Later chapters on energy

and agriculture make it clear that humanity’s problems do not stem from any quantitative lack—

hunger for instance is nearly always a result of maldistribution. We seek through growth to

meet other needs, needs that, because they are fundamentally qualitative, growth can never

meet. Basic human desires for connection, community, beauty, sacredness, and intimacy are

met with faux substitutes that temporarily numb but ultimately heighten the longing. The trauma

of our deprivation drives our collective addictions. Ecological healing therefore requires our

society to look beneath its consumptive symptoms and reorient toward qualitative

development. To do so requires significant reprogramming, since our guiding narratives, from



economic to scientific, embody quantitative thinking.Ecological deterioration is but one aspect

of an initiation ordeal propelling civilization into a new story, a next mythology. By a mythology, I

mean the narratives from which we weave our understanding of who we are, what is real, what

is possible, why we are here, how change happens, what is important, how to live life, how the

world came to be what it is, and what ought to come next. Ecological degradation is an

inevitable consequence of the mythology—I call it the Story of Separation—that has dominated

the last several centuries (and to an extent the last several millennia). To paraphrase Einstein,

it will not be averted from within that mythology.The essence of the Story of Separation is the

separate self in a world of other. Since I am separate from you, your well-being need not affect

mine. In fact, cast into an objective external universe, more for you is less for me; naturally then

we are in competition with each other. If I can win the competition and dominate you, I’ll be

better off and you worse. The same goes for humanity generally vis-à-vis nature. The more

control we can exercise over the impersonal forces of nature, the better off we will be. The

more intelligence we can impose upon a random, purposeless universe, the better the world

will be. Our destiny, then, is to ascend beyond nature’s original limits, to become its lords and

masters. The universe, this story says, is but atoms and void, possessing none of the qualities

of a self that we experience as human beings: intelligence, purpose, sentience, agency, and

consciousness. It is up to us then, to bring these qualities to the dead building blocks of the

universe, its generic particles and impersonal forces; to imprint human intelligence onto the

inanimate world.The Story of Separation reverberates through every institution of the modern

world. In other books I’ve described how it underlies money, law, medicine, science,

technology, education, etc., and how these institutions might evolve under a different story.This

book also aims to describe and, I hope, accelerate the transition to a new (and in many ways

ancient) story, with specific reference to climate change and the environmental crisis generally.

A shift in mythology is more than a cognitive shift. In this book I will argue that the external

changes we face are far more profound than merely switching industrial society to a zero-

carbon fuel stock. Every aspect of society, the economy, and the political system must come

into alignment with a new story.22 I use the adjective “new” to mean “new for modern

civilization as a guiding narrative.” In fact it is not at all new. Not only did older, indigenous

cultures hold some version of the Story of Interbeing, it inhabits Western civilization as well in

the form of esoteric teachings, wisdom traditions, and cultural countercurrents. What would be

new would be a mass civilization operating according to the principles of interbeing.The name I

like to use for the new story is Thich Nhat Hanh’s term “interbeing.” Although the word has

Buddhist overtones, I do not profess to be a Buddhist, nor need the reader embrace Buddhism

to appreciate the insights the concept allows.Interbeing doesn’t go so far as to say, “We’re all

one,” but it does release the rigid boundaries of the discrete, separate self to say that existence

is relational. Who I am depends on who you are. The world is part of me, just as I am part of it.

What happens to the world is in some way happening to me. The state of the cultural climate or

political climate affects the condition of the geo-climate. When one thing changes, everything

else must change too. The qualities of a self (sentience, agency, purpose, an experience of

being) are not confined to humans alone. And the results of our actions will come back to affect

ourselves, inescapably.Interbeing must be more than a philosophical concept if anything is

going to change. It must be a way of seeing, a way of being, a strategic principle, and most of

all a felt reality. Philosophical arguments alone will not establish it any more than appeals to

prudence and reason will solve the ecological crisis.When we restore the internal ecosystem,

the fullness of our capacity to feel and to love, only then will there be hope of restoring the

outer. Each level of healing proceeds apace, just as each form of extinction mirrors the rest.



That is not to suggest we withdraw from outer activism in favor of inner cultivation. It is that love

and empathy are the felt dimensions of the Story of Interbeing, and we cannot act effectively

from that story, nor truly serve it, without their guidance. They are the song that will lead us out

of the maze. To follow their guidance we must regain our listening capacity, which trauma and

ideology have numbed and restricted to a very narrow bandwidth.Then we will know how to

change the systems that reify Separation by severing our ties to community, plants, animals,

land, and life and replacing those ties with the technology-mediated, money-mediated, generic

relationships of mass society. (Thus bereft, no wonder we always hunger for “more.”)Love is the

expansion of self to include another. In love, your well-being is inseparable from my own. Your

pain grieves me and your happiness gives me joy. The ideology of modernity circumscribes the

scope of our love by assigning a narrow identity to the self and relegating the nonself to the

status of mute, insensate objects or self-interested competitors. To care about others beyond

their utility to oneself becomes therefore something of a delusion, like loving your pet brick.3

Perhaps that is why so much environmental rhetoric comes in the form of warnings that bad

things will happen to us if we don’t change our ways. We call arguments “rational” when they

appeal to self-interest. This book will argue that rational reasons are not enough; that the

ecological crisis is asking for a revolution of love.3 Full disclosure: I have a special brick that I

use for my qigong practice toward which, I must confess, I feel quite some affection. As for the

irrationality of love, I’ll quote a bit of doggerel from the science fiction writer Isaac Asimov. Do

you detect as I do a note of abject defeat underneath its know-it-all cheekiness? Tell me why

the stars do shine, Tell me why the ivy twines, Tell me what makes skies so blue, And I’ll tell

you why I love you. Nuclear fusion makes stars to shine, Tropisms make the ivy twine, Raleigh

scattering make skies so blue, Testicular hormones are why I love you.For the discrete and

separate self in a world of other, love is irrational. Steeped in the logic of separation, the mind

is ever in conflict with the heart. Not so, in the logic of interbeing, which recognizes that what

happens to the other, to the incarcerated, to the bombed, to the trafficked, to the clear-cut, to

the polluted, and to the extinguished is happening, in some sense, to the self as well. In the

Story of Interbeing, heart and mind are reunited, and love is what the truth feels like.If love is

truth, then the source of our apparent myopia is clear. It is love benumbed. We do not see that

what we devalue and destroy is part of ourselves. We do not see that we aren’t merely

conditionally dependent on the oceans, rainforests, and every living system on Earth for

survival; that something more important than survival is at stake. It is our humanity. It is our full

beingness. Love benumbed, we believe that we can inflict damage without suffering damage

ourselves.Of course, I would not write a book that were just a vague promise that love will save

the world. How do we enact it systemically? How do we overcome what blocks it? How do we

awaken our benumbed empathy? How do we translate the diagnosis I’ve offered into practical

action on the level of politics and ecological healing? These questions are the subject of this

book.The Identity of “They”Species extinction, as you know, did not end with the nineteenth

century. The fate of the passenger pigeon foreshadowed the calamity that is now overtaking life

on this planet, a calamity that has left none of us untouched. The calamity is the

impoverishment of life, in every sense of that phrase. Extinction is one kind of impoverishment;

the more general decline in biodiversity is another; so also with the spreading deserts on land

and in the ocean and the general depletion of life even where it is green. Even when species

don’t go extinct, often they decline to small remnant populations, shrink to a small portion of

their original range, lose subspecies and genetic diversity, and inhabit vastly simplified

ecosystems. This withering of biological life accompanies the impoverishment of human life

and cultural vitality. All partake of the same crisis.I recently made the acquaintance of a farmer



in North Carolina whom I’ll call Mike, a man of the earth whose family has been here for three

hundred years. His thick accent, increasingly rare in this age of mass-media-induced linguistic

homogenization, suggested conservative “Southern values.” He was indeed full of bitterness,

though not against the usual racial or liberal suspects; instead he launched into a tirade about

the guvmint, chemtrails, the banks, the 9/11 conspiracy, the apathy of the “sheeple,” and so on.

“We the people have got to rise up and smash them,” he said, but there was no fervor in his

voice, only a leaden despair.Tentatively, I broached the idea that the perpetrators of these

crimes are themselves imprisoned in a world-story in which everything they do is necessary,

right, and justified; and that we join them there when we adopt the paradigm of conquering evil

through superior force. That is precisely what motivates the technologies of control, whether

social, medical, material, or political, wielded by those we would overthrow. Besides, I said, if it

comes down to a war to overthrow the tyrants, if it comes down to a contest of force, then we

are doomed. They are the masters of war. They have the weapons: the guns, the bombs, the

money, the surveillance state, the media, and the political machinery. If there is hope, there

must be another way.Perhaps this is why so many seasoned activists succumb to despair after

decades of struggle. Dear reader, do you think we can beat the military-industrial-financial-

agricultural-pharmaceutical-NGO-educational-political complex at its own game?4 The modern

environmental movement, and especially the climate change movement, has attempted just

that, not only risking defeat but sometimes worsening the situation even in its victories. The

ecological crisis is calling us to a deeper kind of revolution. Its strategy involves restoring what

the modern worldview and its institutions have rendered nearly extinct: our felt understanding

of the living intelligence and interconnectedness of all things. To not feel that, is to be not fully

alive. It is to live in poverty.4 I hope I haven’t left anyone out—I don’t wish to be rude.Mike

wasn’t understanding me. He is an intelligent man, but it was as if something had possessed

him; no matter what I said, he would pick up on one or two cue words to pour forth more

bitterness. Obviously, I wasn’t going to “defeat the enemy” by force of intellect (thus enacting

the very same paradigm I was critiquing). When I saw what was happening, I stopped talking

and listened. I listened not so much on a semantic level, but to the voice beneath the words

and to all that voice carried. Finally I knew what to do. I asked him the same question I want to

ask you: “What made you into an environmentalist?”That is when the anger and bitterness

gave way to grief. Mike told me about the ponds and streams and wild lands that he hunted

and fished and swam and roamed in his childhood, and how every single one of them had

been destroyed by development: cordoned off, no-trespassed, filled in, cut down, paved over,

and built up.In other words, he became an environmentalist in the same way that I did, and, I

am willing to guess, the same way you did. He became an environmentalist through

experiences of beauty and loss.“Would the guys ordering the chemtrails do it, if they could feel

what you are feeling now?” I asked.“No. They wouldn’t be able to do it.”The truth of that

moment Mike and I shared stands alongside the reality that, actually, they would be able to do

it, that “they” in fact includes each one of us who participates in this civilization. A single

moment of reverence, gratitude, or grief, however profound, is not enough to undo generations

of programming, nor to extricate ourselves from an economy and society of ecocide. Are you

able to get into your car, knowing the effect of emissions and oil spills and the geopolitics of oil

extraction? I certainly am, and you probably are too. You might have a story about why it is

okay, why in your case it is justified, or at least why you are okay for doing it. “I have no choice,”

you might think. Or “At least I feel bad about it. At least I’m opposed to it. At least I vote for

people or donate money to organizations who are trying to change the system. Besides, I’m

driving a hybrid.” All kinds of reasons why it is okay to get into your car right now. Or maybe you



don’t think about it at all.My point here is not that you are deluding yourself—you pathetic, self-

justifying hypocrite! It is to illuminate the fallacy of our judgments and the war thinking that they

engender. And it is to suggest that we are not normally feeling what Mike was describing,

because we live in a system, an ideology, and probably a wounded psychology that allow full

feeling only sporadically. The system numbs us; it also depends on our numbness.I want us to

transcend the language of “Is it okay?” entirely, and underneath it, “Am I okay?” This is the

language of war turned inward. Along with defeating the enemy, we seek to conquer its internal

projection: the greedy, hypocritical, dishonest, egotistical, self-serving parts of ourselves. In this

campaign, self-disgust is considered an ally, the first sign of redemption, because now we are

joining the good side, with parts of ourselves as the enemy. Dissociating from those parts, we

imagine that we are making progress in overcoming them. Such great efforts we are making,

such commendable progress.Are we ever making progress though? Or is any progress merely

in our ability to excuse, cloak, and rationalize the choices that don’t fit the image of our ethics?

Corporations and governments do just that: they cloak, they excuse, they deny, and they make

cosmetic, self-justifying changes to uphold a green image. We would like to blame

greenwashing on corporate duplicity and greed—giving us an external enemy to fight—but (like

our own self-justifications) I am afraid it is rooted in something much deeper.In both cases,

personal and political, to blame moral failings for the horrifying predicament of people and

planet is a dangerous error that diverts attention away from systemic and ideological causes. It

disguises a problem that we don’t know how to solve as a problem that we do. We know, in

theory at least, how to stop bad people from doing bad things. We can deter them, surveil

them, imprison them, or kill them. We can fight them, and if we win the fight, the problem is

solved.Our political discourse is rife with good-versus-evil narratives. It is obvious to each side

that they are good and the other side is evil (or some cipher therefor: sick, irrational, twisted,

unethical, corrupt, “acting from the reptilian brain,” etc.). Both sides agree on that. Therefore,

both sides also agree on the strategic template for victory: arouse as much outrage and

indignation as possible among the Good Folk so that they will rise up and cast down the Evil

Folk. No wonder our civic discourse has degenerated into such polarized extremes.That does

not mean that I hold no opinion about which side is right in the political questions of our day.

Nor am I saying that truth is a matter of opinion or that we create our reality. It is rather that

those in our society typically misunderstand the causes of others’ opinions and behavior.To

blame evil is to misdiagnose the problem. I explored this idea in depth in my last book; here I’ll

just ask you to insert yourself into the totality of the circumstances of a fracking executive. The

“totality of circumstances” could include:The corporate cultureThe culture of the energy

industryPerformance pressureEconomic pressures on the business, rooted in the economic

systemYears of attacks from hostile “enviros” who appear to you to be ignorant and

misguidedStories of “American energy independence”Ideologies of progress, growth, and

technologyThe perceptual set of Earth-as-thingChildhood “success” programmingWhat actions

would you take from those conditions? What would be your hardest choices? Your most painful

compromises?What are your hardest choices and most painful compromises right now? Do

you drive a car that burns gasoline? Did you drive somewhere when it was raining yesterday,

when you really could have biked? Do you take energy-consuming hot showers? Do you tread

on cement sidewalks? Do you use a cellphone containing conflict minerals? Do you use credit

cards or banks who fund the pillage of nature? If so, someone out there probably thinks you

are evil too. Exploiter! Hypocrite! Consumer of more than your share! You might sometimes

think that about yourself too. Other times, you will have compassion for yourself, realizing that

given your circumstances, your burdens, your traumas, and your limitations, you are doing the



best you can.Does this mean we might as well give up on change? No. It means we need to

ask, What are the circumstances that give birth to the choices that are harming the world?

Engaging other people, we have to ask the question that defines compassion: What is it like to

be you? The more we understand, the more we live in reality and the less we inhabit a fantasy

world populated by our projections. You can go ahead and see your opponents as dastardly

villains, but if that is not the truth of who they are, then you are living in a delusion. Focusing on

the bad guys, we become blind to deeper, systemic causes, forever chasing false solutions that

actually maintain the status quo.Living in a delusion, we endlessly re-create its landscape; we

repeatedly enact its roles and manufacture its dramas, racing along the same old paths of the

maze. Even if we achieve temporary victory against the bad guys, the overall situation doesn’t

seem to change. We never get closer to the exit. What we normally achieve is, instead of

victory, a strengthened conviction that we are in fact the good guys. That polarized view is one

of the things we will have to give up if we are to launch the era of ecological healing. Are you

prepared to sacrifice being the winner? Are you willing to sacrifice being one day proved right?

Are you willing to stop seeing yourself on Team Good fighting Team Evil? Because that’s one

thing that both sides of any debate normally believe of themselves, and that is the template of

“othering” that exemplifies and reinforces human separation from nature.I ask these questions

deliberately. I will argue in this book that all the positions on the spectrum of climate change

opinion, from skepticism to catastrophism, are wrong. Like those who blame evil people for the

world’s evil, they operate in too shallow a causal framework. The totality of circumstances

driving ecological degradation and climate derangement is greater than conventional opinion

recognizes.The FightNone of the above is to deny that horrible things are happening to life on

this planet. Someone is bulldozing the trees, draining the wetlands, bottom-trawling the fish,

and polluting water, air, and soil. Each time, that someone is a human being.Since most of the

damage happens at the behest of large corporations, it seems reasonable to name them as

the enemy. Expose their immoral behavior! Hold them to account! Deter their crimes with

meaningful penalties! Get their money out of politics! Then we can at least reduce their worst

excesses.This argument is reasonable under current conditions, but it accepts as

unchangeable the very things we must change. I’ll offer some specifics later in the book; for

now, a generality: fighting the enemy is futile when you inhabit a system that has the endless

generation of enemies built into it. That is a recipe for endless war.If that is to change, then one

of the addictions—more fundamental than the addiction to fossil fuels—that we are going to

have to give up is the addiction to fighting. Then we can examine the ground conditions that

produce an endless supply of enemies to fight.The addiction to fighting draws from a

perception of the world as composed of enemies: indifferent forces of nature tending toward

entropy, and hostile competitors seeking to further their reproductive or economic self-interest

over our own. In a world of competitors, well-being comes through domination. In a world of

random natural forces, well-being comes through control. War is the mentality of control in its

most extreme form. Kill the enemy—the weeds, the pests, the terrorists, the germs—and the

problem is solved once and for all.Except that it never is. World War I—the “war to end all

wars”—was followed by another, even more horrific, soon after. Nor did evil disappear after the

defeat of the Nazis or the fall of the Berlin Wall. The collapse of the Soviet Union was, however,

a crisis for a society that had come to define itself through its enemies; thus followed a

desperate search for a new enemy in the early 1990s that resulted in the feeble candidate of

“Colombian drug lords” for a time before settling on “terror.”The War on Terror gave a new

lease on life to a culture built on war-making; indeed it seemed to offer the prospect of

permanent war. Unfortunately for the military-industrial complex, the public seems to be



growing less terrified of terror, necessitating a series of new threats by which to maintain a

climate of fear. It is hard to say that the scare campaigns of the last few years—Russian

hackers, Islamic terror, Ebola, the Zika virus, Assad’s chemical weapons, and Iran’s nuclear

program, to name a few—have not worked. The media at least clangs the alarm, and the public

seems to have gone along with the policies that these campaigns justify, such as massive

spraying programs in Florida to “combat Zika.” However (and this may in part be a function of

my countercultural social circles), I have not seen much actual fear about these things, nothing

like the palpable dread of the Soviet Union that was nearly universal in my childhood. The

public discounts pretty much anything the authorities say, including the fear-mongering. Its

apathy permits the governing elites to pursue their programs of control, but no longer do they

channel and harness real fear. Is anyone outside the political classes actually afraid of Iran,

Bashar al-Assad, or Vladimir Putin? One suspects that neither are the politicians, though they

may display a semblance of alarm as a political posture.I bring up the waning power of scare

tactics because the effort to halt ecological collapse uses many of these very same scare

tactics. The primary climate change narrative is basically, “Trust us, bad things will happen if

we don’t hurry up and make big changes. It’s almost too late—the enemy is at the gates!” I

want to question the assumption that we can and should motivate the public with fear-based

appeals to self-interest. What about the opposite? What about appeals to love? Is life on earth

valuable or sacred in its own right, or only in its utility to ourselves?Climate change activism

abounds in war narratives, war metaphors, and war strategies. The reason, aside from the

deep-seated habits of the Story of Separation, is the desire to inspire the fervor and

commitment that people display in wartime. Following the rhetorical template of war, we invoke

an existential threat.I don’t think it is working. I hesitate to use the term “climate change” in my

essay titles. The last time I did so, one reader wrote to me saying, “I almost didn’t read your

post because it had the words climate change in the title, and I’m just so sick of hearing the

same thing over and over again.”Maybe we are becoming war-weary. Does it take more and

more exhortation to goad you into joining another battle? Have you encountered burnout, when

no new horror can stimulate you to the kind of engagement you practiced a few years ago?

Burnout seems the downfall of activists, but as the story of the man lost in a maze implies, it

can be a necessary initiation into a wholly different mode of engagement.My friend Pat

McCabe, a Diné (Navajo) woman and longtime student of the Lakota Way, puts it this way:

“When you reach the end of your resource, then the magic happens.” When we exhaust what

we know, then what we don’t know becomes possible.Struck with grief at the ruin of life on

earth, one might understandably take offense at any suggestion that we “give up the fight.” To

someone steeped in war mentality, to give up the fight means to withdraw from action. I’m

suggesting we give up the fight in another sense: as the orienting principle of our efforts to heal

the earth. There may still be battles, but we will access much greater power to heal when we

frame the issue in terms of peace.It is often observed that the last major war to unambiguously

achieve its objectives was World War II. Since then, military conflicts have usually ended in

stalemate, quagmire, or defeat for the stronger power. The failure of, for example, the U.S. war

in Afghanistan is not due to inferior weaponry. It is that its weaponry is insufficient to its

objective, which cannot be achieved by force. Guns and bombs cannot usually bring stability,

“win hearts and minds,” or make a country pro-American, unless it is an unambiguous case of

saving people from evil despots or aggressors.5 To justify war, we have to fit every situation

into that storyline, as the media has tried to do in every conflict since Vietnam.5 Some argue

that the true objective of recent wars has been to sow chaos and destroy the ability of

sovereign governments to resist neoliberal free trade policies and imperialist geopolitical



objectives. In that analysis, some wars such as the one that dismembered Yugoslavia or

destroyed Libya were a great success. Nonetheless, the point still applies that the tools of war

are becoming impotent to achieve what we say and believe we want.The same goes for

nonmilitary wars. In my lifetime I’ve heard declarations of a War on Poverty, a War on Cancer, a

War on Drugs, a War on Terror, a War on Hunger, and now a War on Climate Change. None of

these have been any more efficacious than the War in Iraq.If the “fight” against climate change

is a war, it is clear which side is winning. Greenhouse gas emissions have relentlessly

increased since they were first widely acknowledged as a problem in the late 1980s.

Deforestation has also continued and in some places even accelerated since then. Nor has any

progress been made in altering the basic fossil-fuel-dependent infrastructure of society. If war

were the only answer, then we would have to respond by fighting even harder. If there is

another way, then the habit of fighting becomes an obstacle to victory.In the case of ecocide,

the mentality of war is not only an obstacle to healing, it is an intimate part of the problem. War

is based on a kind of reductionism: it reduces complex interconnected causes—that include

oneself—to a simple, external cause called the enemy. Furthermore, it normally depends on

the reduction of the enemy to a degraded caricature of a human being. The demonization and

dehumanization of the enemy is little different from the desacralization of nature upon which

ecocide depends. To render nature into an other undeserving of reverence and respect, an

object to dominate, control, and subjugate, is of a kind with the dehumanization and

exploitation of human beings.Respect for nature is inseparable from respect for all beings,

including the human. It is impossible to cultivate one without the other. Climate change,

therefore, calls us to a greater transformation than a mere change in our energy sources. It

calls us to transform the fundamental relationship between self and other, including but not

limited to the relation between the collective self of humanity and its “other,” nature.The

philosophically inclined reader may protest that self and other are not really separate, or that

the human/nature distinction is an artificial, false, and destructive binary, an invention of the

modern mind. Indeed, “nature” as a separate category suggests that we humans are unnatural

and, therefore, potentially exempt from nature’s laws. Whatever the underlying metaphysics,

what is changing is our mythology. We never were separate from nature and never will be, but

the dominant culture on earth has long imagined itself to be apart from nature and destined

one day to transcend it. We have lived in a mythology of separation.Part of the mythology of

separation is a belief in nature-as-thing; in other words, the belief that only human beings are

possessed of full selfhood. This is what licenses us to exploit the beings of nature for our own

ends, much as dehumanization of brown people licensed lighter-skinned people to enslave

them.The dominant culture’s recognition of who counts as a fully subjective, conscious, and

worthy self has been expanding now for several hundred years. Two or three centuries ago,

only a propertied white male was a full subject. Then that category was expanded to include all

white males. Eventually it expanded again to include women as well, and people whose skin is

not white. Then along came the animal rights movement, which said that animals too have

consciousness, subjectivity, and an inner life, and should not therefore be treated as mere

brutes or meat-machines. More recently, remarkable scientific discoveries have emerged

around plant intelligence, mycelial intelligence, soil intelligence, forest intelligence, and even

the capacity of water to hold and transmit complex, dynamic patterns of information. These

discoveries seem to be converging on the universal indigenous belief that everything is alive

and aware.Just as bigotry and ecocide both depend on the dehumanization or “de-selfing” of

the other, so also is the reversal of both part of the same movement toward a Story of

Interbeing. Again, that term goes beyond mere interconnectedness or interdependency, to say



that we are existentially connected to all other beings and to the world at large. My very being

partakes in your being, and in the being of the whales, the elephants, the forests, and the

oceans. What happens to them happens as well to me, on some level. When a species goes

extinct something dies in us too; we cannot escape the impoverishment of the world we live

in.This applies equally to ecological, economic, and political well-being. The days of

colonialism and imperialism—in which the wealth of one nation was built on the plunder of

others—are dwindling. The era of thinking that human wealth could be built on the plunder of

nature is nearly over too. Certainly, the outward structures of both kinds of plunder seem as

robust as ever, even expanding to new extremes. However, their ideological core has hollowed

out. Our converging crises are initiating humanity into the new and ancient mythology of

interbeing.Later I will argue that the reality of the climate crisis is different from our common

perception of it. Yet perceptions are important. The core truth of climate change is that we are

at the end of an era. We are at the end of the Age of Separation. It is a transition that has been

under way for three generations now, inaugurated by the most extreme of all possible

technologies of control applied at the very pinnacle of Total War. I am speaking, of course, of

the Bomb.The Age of War properly came to an end in 1945, when for the first time in history

human beings developed a weapon too terrible to use. It took two horrific applications of the

atomic bomb to set the stage for decades of “mutually assured destruction,” a glimmering of

the evolutive realization that what we do to the Other, we do to ourselves. For the first time in

history, total war between the great powers was impossible. Today, aside from an unregenerate

minority, no one contemplates using nuclear weapons even in cases where retaliation is

unlikely. Radioactive blowback makes large-scale use unthinkable, but there is another thing

that holds us back too. We name it, perhaps, conscience or ethics, but history makes it

tragically clear that conscience or ethics alone are not enough to stop the foolish and the

horrific. No, something else has changed.What has changed, I believe, is that the

consciousness of interbeing is dawning in the dominant civilization. What we do to the Other,

we do to ourselves. This will be the defining understanding of the next civilization—if there is a

next civilization. Right now we (usually in this book, when I say “we” I mean the dominant

culture on this planet) are facing lesson number two in the curriculum of interbeing. Lesson one

was the Bomb. Lesson two is climate change.2Beyond Climate FundamentalismDoes Nothing

Else Matter?“Someday, Charles, you are going to have to decide if you want to be relevant.”So

said to me a prominent environmentalist after hearing me describe the diverse fields of my

activity and interest. What he meant was something like this:There is a shrinking window for

climate action before irreversible feedback loops render human extinction inevitable. Therefore,

the only relevant action you can take right now is to put 100 percent of your efforts into cutting

greenhouse gas emissions as swiftly as possible by whatever means necessary. Your other

interests are irrelevant. If we don’t implement a meaningful carbon tax soon, then the healing of

the relation between the masculine and feminine won’t matter. Nor will saving the whales. Nor

will ending the school-to-prison pipeline. Social justice, education, psych meds, holistic

medicine, scientific anomalies, attachment parenting, community building, new economics,

philosophy, history, cosmology, neo-Lamarckian biology, sacred plant medicines, nonviolent

communication, plant intelligence, threatened languages, indigenous sovereignty,

pansubjective metaphysics—none of the issues you write about matter unless they have a

direct, significant, near-term impact on greenhouse gases. Once we’ve won that fight, we can

turn our attention to those other things. So are you going to join the fight?This pattern of

thinking is called fundamentalism, and it closely parallels the dynamics of two defining

institutions of our civilization: money and war. Fundamentalism reduces the complex to the



simple and demands the sacrifice of the immediate, the human, or the personal in service to

an overarching ulterior goal that trumps all. Disciplined by the promise of heavenly rewards or

hellish punishments, the extreme religious fundamentalist shuts down his humanity in service

to what his religion says God wants. Disciplined by economic exigency, millions of people

sacrifice time, energy, family, and what they really care about in pursuit of money. Disciplined

by an existential threat, a nation at war turns away from culture, leisure, civil liberties, and

everything that is of no utility to the war effort.Anyone who is wary of these institutions might

also be wary of the standard climate change narrative, which lends itself to the same focus on

a universal cause and the same mentality of sacrifice to an all-important end. If we agree that

the survival of humanity is at stake, then any means is justified, and any other cause—say

reforming the prisons, housing the homeless, caring for the autistic, rescuing abused animals,

or visiting your grandmother—becomes an unjustifiable distraction from the only important

thing. Taken to its extreme, it requires that we harden our hearts to the needs in front of our

faces. There is no time to waste! Everything is at stake! It’s do or die! How similar to the logic of

war. No wonder, as a community organizer just told me, there is such hostility toward

environmentalists among inner-city and other impoverished populations. They are the ones

whose needs are ignored and indeed who are sacrificed first in the war effort.While this book is

focused on the realm of ecological healing, it disengages from the rhetoric of “Nothing else is

important compared to this.” That’s the rhetoric that has alienated so many working-class

people and minorities from environmentalism, because it carries a patronizing message of “We

know better than you do what you should be caring about.” It invalidates their grievances.

Because, really, what does racially biased stop-and-frisk policing and the criminalization of

large segments of the population matter in the face of civilizational collapse? What does

sweatshop labor or carcinogens in the water supply matter, when climate change might render

Earth inhospitable to human life? Your concerns are not important. If we carry this belief, even

without being so impolitic as to voice it, we are going to radiate a crusading energy that is

attractive only to our fellow fundamentalists.If we want to foster a broad social consensus to

protect and heal the planet, then we need to undo this logic at the source. The mind that is

steeped in Separation protests, “But it is true! None of these things are relevant if the

atmosphere warms by ten degrees.”1 This belief depends on a world-story that does not

recognize the intimate interconnectedness of all things. If we see reality as a collection of

separate, causally dissociated phenomena, then of course it will seem that stopping

gentrification in Brooklyn or sex trafficking in Haiti is frivolous in the face of climate change.1

Degrees Celsius. In this book I will use the metric system unless otherwise noted. Actually I

prefer traditional measures for everyday use, and the metric system for scientific applications.

Traditional measures are less arbitrary; they relate to human experience (knuckles, feet,

strides, a very cold or hot day, etc.). The metric system, in contrast, wipes out local and cultural

differences and replaces them with a global standard. Like the commodification of nature and

culture, this has been seen as progress.From the Story of Interbeing, we intuit different kinds of

cause and effect. We are not surprised that in a carceral society that locks up millions of its

members, those outside the prisons lose their freedom too. We are not surprised that when a

nation perpetrates violence around the world, that no amount of security, surveillance, walls, or

fences can keep violence from sneaking back in, as domestic violence or self-destructive

habits. And we are not surprised that environmental pollution and habitat degradation are

mirrored in bodily illness and the degradation of our inner landscapes. The illusion of

separation has us think that one could conceivably thrive on a poisonous planet with the right

air filters, water filters, EMF blockers, supplements, air conditioners, antibiotics, antifungals,



bug zappers, and so on, replacing a world of nature with a world of technology. In interbeing,

we know that health for one is impossible to sustain without health for all.If we want solidarity,

we need to understand that genocide and ecocide, human degradation and ecological

degradation, are part of the same fabric, and that neither will change without the other

changing. It is not that we should pay attention to racial or class injustice with the strategic goal

of bringing those people into environmental activism. It is to recognize that healing on any level

contributes to healing on every level. Because we are unaccustomed to thinking holistically, it

seems counterintuitive that starting a social enterprise that employs homeless people will help

stop climate change; the causal links are not evident to our way of seeing. Our dominant

system of knowledge production (science) operates by controlling variables, breaking wholes

into parts, and establishing measurable, predictable causal mechanisms. Then the knowledge

is culturally legitimate. But the causal threads that link homelessness to ecological ruin are

neither measurable nor predictable. Indeed, a cynic, channeling Ebenezer Scrooge, might

argue that rehabilitating homeless people worsens climate change by transforming them into

consuming members of society.Of course, it is possible to construct an argument that housing

the homeless contributes to the health of the biosphere, but it will not easily fit into the

language of climate policy, nor is it likely to convince Mr. Scrooge. However, when Scrooge

undergoes a shift in consciousness and sees the world through the eyes of interbeing, he will

expect that the two phenomena are related. Believing in an innate intelligence pervading all

phenomena, he might surmise that a society inhospitable to its vulnerable members will be

mirrored by a planet that is inhospitable to society. He will expect that the deep roots of

homelessness are common with the deep roots of climate change. Instead of “fighting

homelessness” he will seek to understand the bed from which it arises. He will understand that

it is okay to devote himself to what stirs his compassion the most, confident that what he is

doing is still “relevant” in the face of global crisis. And he will no longer operate from self-

preservation and survival anxiety, because he will understand that his well-being is inseparable

from that of all in his expanding circle of love.The question to explore then is what induces a

shift to the consciousness of interbeing? Scrooge’s creator Charles Dickens knew. It is through

a confrontation with beauty, suffering, and mortality. It is through a connection to what is real.

One might call it an initiatory experience. Without it, the grip of self-preservation and survival

anxiety never loosens. We might try to leverage those fears (through the threat of climate

change) to motivate pro-environmental behavior, but invoking self-interest to solve a problem

caused by runaway, blind self-interest merely adds fuel to the fire. We need the opposite: to

expand the circle of compassion to include every being on this earth.The Perverse

Consequences of Carbon ReductionismClimate fundamentalism, translated into policy, bears

consequences that are in direct opposition to what those policies seek to achieve. The main

problem lies precisely in the aforementioned reductionism—to simplify a complicated matrix of

causes into a single, identifiable cause. In today’s environmental discourse, that cause is

greenhouse gases, in particular carbon dioxide.Like war thinking and money thinking, the

problem with carbon reductionism is that it reduces “everything matters” to “one thing matters.”

In the words of Moreno and colleagues, “Once species and ecosystems have been entered

into accounts, there is no need to look further into complexities, uncertainties and interlinkages

… trying to make reality and its contradictions fungible into carbon units entails cultural,

symbolic and epistemic violence.”22 Moreno et al. (2015).Carbon reductionism sits comfortably

within a broader, scientific reductionism. The indictment of science as reductionistic is often

misunderstood to refer to its quest to explain the behavior of wholes by the properties of their

parts. This quest, though, rests on a more insidious and more fundamental reductionism: that



of the world into number. Its conceit is that someday, when everything has been ordered,

classified, and measured, we will have penetrated every mystery and the world will finally be

ours. This reduction of reality to quantity is a reduction of the infinite to the finite, the sacred to

the mundane, and the qualitative to the quantitative. It is the abnegation of mystery, aspiring to

encompass all of reality in its bounds.The totalizing quest to capture the world in number never

succeeds. Something always escapes the metrics and the models: the unmeasurable, the

qualitative, and what seems irrelevant. Usually, the judgment as to what is relevant encodes the

intellectual biases of those doing the measuring, and often the economic and political biases

too. You might say that what is left out is our shadow. Like many things we ignore or suppress,

it roars back in the form of perverse, unforeseeable consequences. Thus, although it is the

epitome of rationality to make decisions by the numbers, the results often appear to be

insane.To see the problem, consider the Tehri Dam project on India’s Bhagirathi River,

completed in 2006. Constructed after decades of opposition by environmentalists and local

residents, the dam submerged pristine ecosystems and ancient farms, displacing a hundred

thousand villagers. Like countless other dams still being built in India, China, and Africa, it was

touted for its contribution to greenhouse gas reduction and has been one of many dams to

generate carbon trading credits. On a superficial level, it attained its measurable objective. But

what about the displaced villagers? It could be that in the particulars that are measured, their

lives improved: perhaps each was rehabilitated in concrete apartments superior to their

ancestral homes in terms of square meters, plumbing, and electrification. However, in terms of

the lost traditions, severed social ties, lost memories, lost knowledge, and the uniqueness of

each submerged place—in short, in terms of all that could not be measured, and all that was

considered not worth measuring—human beings and nature suffered a grievous loss.Adding

injury to injury, in the long run it is doubtful whether the dam even reduced CO2 levels. Before

they were displaced, the villagers had nearly a zero carbon footprint, or perhaps a negative

footprint given that traditional agricultural practices can sequester carbon in the ground.

Following their displacement, the newly urbanized villagers had to adopt more carbon-intensive

consumer lifestyles, eating food shipped in from distant places, getting jobs in the industrial

economy. Further, each new hydroelectric dam contributes to a trend of industrialization,

adding to an infrastructure that is always hungry for more. It didn’t come in place of coal-fired

plants; it came in addition to them.Hydroelectric dams generate electricity without burning fossil

fuels, it is true, and it is easy to compute the tons of CO2 that would be emitted by equivalent

coal- or gas-fired plants. It is much harder to compute the carbon storage capacity of the

ecosystems submerged in the dam reservoir, or the methane released by inundated vegetation

(although recent estimates put methane emissions from artificial reservoirs at 104 megatons

annually—as much as all fossil fuel methane emissions combined).3 Harder still to calculate

would be the effects of trophic cascades initiated by the deprivation of organic sediments to

fish and riparian ecosystems downstream. The sediment is essential to build deltas and

prevent ocean encroachment.4 Given wetlands’ huge carbon sequestration potential, it is

possible that (even within the carbon reductionism frame, not to mention the water frame I’ll

present later) dam removal contributes more to climate stability than dam building does. Our

“science-based” opinion depends on what we include in our measurements.3 Magill (2014).4

Robbins (2017).One unfortunate result of the fossil fuel divestment movement has been a giant

land grab in Africa and South America, as investment capital turns toward biofuels plantations.

Biofuels represent the most extreme possible form of reductionism: the reduction of living

beings to heat. Along the way, existing peasant agriculture and ecosystems are also reduced—

to jatropha or palm oil plantations, sugar cane plantations, woodchipping operations, and so on



—even as diverse farm livelihoods are reduced to wage labor. By way of illustration, in the last

decade controversy has erupted over the acquisition of vast tracts of land in Ghana by

European corporations for the purpose of planting jatropha, whose oil-rich seeds, while toxic to

humans and animals, are an excellent biofuel feedstock. Jatropha requires large plantations

(1,000+ hectares) to be economically viable, which must be cleared of existing vegetation.

Usually, they must be cleared as well of existing smallholder farmers. Since most land in

Ghana is communally owned, this requires making deals with traditional chiefs, often illiterate,

who may not understand the legal ramifications of the documents they are thumbprinting,

especially when they are accustomed to regarding land as a sacred being rather than a

fungible commodity.The result is massive disruption of traditional lifestyles, human rights

abuses, hunger, and ecological degradation. In a story replayed around the world, one reads of

farmers showing up one day at their fields only to be told they are trespassing, and must

abandon years or decades of investment in the land. The biofuel companies say that only

previously uncultivated land is used and (somewhat contradictorily) that farmers who are

evicted are compensated, but these claims don’t always coincide with facts on the ground.

Traditional chiefs or other persons of influence may get hired by the biofuel companies, setting

their interests against those of the community. The plantation jobs dangled in front of the

community don’t always materialize, nor are they sufficient to compensate for the lost food

crops. In South America, peasants and environmentalists who resist land grabs and

hydroelectric projects are sometimes targets of paramilitary death squads. None of these

effects are visible in the spreadsheets that inform climate policymakers. What we don’t count,

we don’t know.But at least the biofuels result in less atmospheric CO2, right? Well, not

necessarily. It depends on how you do the math. Do you include the lost carbon sequestration

potential of the ruined ecosystem? The carbon released by increased levels of soil erosion?

The unpredictable effects of disruptions in the hydrological cycle? The effects of local farmers

leaving the land for the cities, where they become consumers in the global food system?

Ignore these and you will be able to maintain the belief that biofuels are a fine thing for the

planet. No doubt, that is what the biofuels companies believe. These people are not evil; they,

like most of us, live in a story that valorizes their choices. That is why we need to propagate a

new story that values people and place, soil and water, biodiversity and life; the qualitative and

the relational.Climate arguments have also been invoked in favor of giant woodchipping

operations that are destroying forests in the southeastern United States and Eastern Europe.

Close examination reveals these arguments as bogus, but when the policy establishment is in

the habit of trusting the numbers, it is vulnerable to biased numbers, especially when financial

interests of politically powerful lobbies are involved. And so, enormous woodchipping machines

lower their hoods over one treetop after another, roaring down upon each and, in a matter of

seconds, converting a living being into “climate-friendly biofuel.”55 For an impressive video of

these machines in action, see Blocker (2014).The problem here is not with biofuels per se. The

problem, as with many other technologies, comes mostly with industrial scale and blindness to

local ecological effects of production. Similarly, we adopt photovoltaic and wind energy in the

name of environmental health, counting the tons of carbon they replace while ignoring the toxic

waste produced in PV panel and lithium-ion battery manufacture, and the birds and bats wind

turbines kill. Those who bring up such issues are marginalized as nitpicking naysayers. All the

more invisible are issues like adverse health effects from wind turbine noise (and who knows

the effects of noise on wildlife?) or the climate consequences of what one indigenous person

called “stealing the wind.” What we don’t know, we don’t count.To those wedded to the

quantitative approach to problem-solving, any failure of quantification is to be remedied with



even more quantification. Metrics-based thinking says that to remedy abuses of metrics, we

need to extend them further, so that our measurements accurately encompass the uncounted

emissions and lost sequestration. If only we could extend our measurements to totality, we

would be able to make optimum decisions. But will our measurements ever be complete? No.

Something will always be left out—the image of what we devalue.What is typically measured is

that which serves the economic and political interests, and unconscious biases, of those who

commission the measurements. Then there are those things that we don’t bother to measure

because they are fundamentally unmeasurable, such as the sacredness of land, or of the

water feeding the Ganges. Other cultures might say this river, that mountain, this forest is

sacred. Is this just superstitious thinking that gets in the way of rational decision-making?

Considering that our culture is ruining the planet whereas others, that had a sense of the

sacred, lived sustainably on it for thousands of years, perhaps we should be cautious about

imposing the value system encoded in our measuring onto the world.By focusing on a

measurable quantity, we devalue that which we cannot measure or choose not to measure.

Such issues such as biodiversity, toxic pollution, radioactive waste, etc., not to mention social

injustice and economic inequality, recede in urgency under the regime of carbon accountancy.

Certainly one can make carbon-based arguments on all these issues, but to do so is to step

onto dangerous ground. By saying “Stop the cement plant because of CO2,” you are also

implying “If CO2 weren’t a problem, it would be fine.” Right off the bat, you eliminate as allies

anyone who doesn’t believe in climate change. If global warming falls out of scientific favor,

then all the environmental arguments pinned to it would collapse as well.Imagine that you are

trying to stop a strip mine by citing the fuel use of the equipment and the lost carbon sink of the

forest that needs to be cleared, and the mining company says, “Okay, we’re going to do this in

the most green way possible; we are going to fuel our bulldozers with biofuels, run our

computers on solar power, and plant two trees for every tree we chop down.” You get into a

tangle of arithmetic, none of which touches the real reason you wanted to stop the mine—

because you love that mountaintop, that forest, those waters that would be poisoned.The

failures of carbon-motivated policies have something in common—they emphasize the global

over the local, the distant over the immediate, and the measurable over the qualitative. This

oversight is part of a more general mentality that sacrifices what is precious, sacred, and

immediate for a distant end. It is the mentality of instrumentalism that values other beings and

the earth itself in terms of their utility for us; it is the hubris of believing we can predict and

control the consequences of our actions; it is the trust in mathematical modeling that allows us

to make decisions according to the numbers; it is the belief that we can identify a “cause”—a

cause that is something and not everything—and that we can best understand reality by

dissecting it and isolating variables.Usually, making decisions “by the numbers” means making

them according to financial considerations. Is it really a very deep change to take the same

methods and mentality and apply them instead to some other number?We are in familiar

territory in addressing problems by attacking their isolable, direct causes. That again is the

mentality of war—end crime by deterring the perpetrators, end evil by dominating the evildoers,

end drug abuse by banning drugs, stop terrorism by killing the terrorists. But the world is more

complicated than that. As the War on Crime, the War on Drugs, the War on Weeds, the War on

Terrorism, and the War on Germs show us, causation is usually not linear. Crime, drugs,

weeds, terrorism, and germs might be symptoms of a deeper, systemic disharmony. Poor soil

invites weeds. A run-down body offers a salubrious environment for germs. Poverty breeds

crime. Imperialism begets violent resistance. Alienation, hopelessness, loss of meaning, and

disintegration of community foster drug addiction. To address the complex of deep causes is a



lot more difficult than to find something to blame and attack it using the familiar reductionistic

methods.Climate change is the same. It is a symptomatic fever of a deeper disharmony, a

disharmony that pervades all aspects of our civilization. The fundamentalist wants to reduce

every thing to one thing. That is convenient, if you would rather not look at everything.As with

terrorism, drugs, or germs, if we crack down on the proximate cause without addressing the

underlying condition, the symptoms will return in a new and more virulent form. Similarly, when

we make decisions by the numbers, then that which is not measured, the excluded other, will

come back to haunt us.Earth is a complex living system whose homeostatic maintenance

depends on the robust interaction of every living and nonliving subsystem. As I will argue later,

the biggest threat to life on earth is not fossil fuel emissions, but the loss of forests, soil,

wetlands, and marine ecosystems. Life maintains life. When these relationships break down,

the results are unpredictable: global warming, perhaps, or global cooling, or the increasingly

unstable gyrations of a system spinning out of control. This is the threat we face, and because

it is multifactorial and nonlinear, it cannot be overcome by simply reducing CO2 emissions.The

Social ClimateWhile most environmentalists also care deeply about social justice,

environmental narratives and particularly the climate narrative often suggest that social issues

are of secondary importance compared to the grand mission to save the planet. Earlier I

observed that this call for sacrifice to fight an overarching threat is identical to the way war is

used to override social justice movements. “Stop whining—don’t you know there’s a war on?”

My associate Marie Goodwin once asked a prominent climate crusader, “But don’t you think

community-building is also important today?” He replied, “Not really. If we don’t put everything

we’ve got into stopping climate change right now, we won’t have any community to build.” This

pattern of thinking that climate change shares with war, I said, should make us alert. Now I am

making a further point. It is not that “social justice is important too” (leaving unsaid, “but not as

important as saving the planet”). It is that social healing is indispensable in ecological

healing.First and most obviously, it is indispensable because it is hard to effectively enact love

for others when one is hurting desperately oneself. A hurting person usually passes on that

hurt to those they love, helplessly. Contrary to what the more fortunate among us might think,

when the alcoholic man abuses his children it is not because he loves them less than we love

our own children. As with a hurting person, so with a hurting society. We cannot expect a

miserable, oppressed populace to exercise much care for anything outside its immediate

survival and security. While the poor are kept in a state of survival anxiety through sheer

deprivation, the rich suffer poverty of another kind: lack of community, connection, meaning,

and intimacy, which can cause severe psychological stress even in conditions of material

plenty.Most human suffering on this planet comes not from unavoidable tragedies like

accidents and natural disasters, but from human beings themselves. Human trafficking and

sweatshop labor, political violence and domestic abuse, racial oppression and gender violence,

poverty and war … all co-arise with our systems, our perceptions, and our narratives. These

narratives are born of trauma and give birth to trauma.Herein lies a link between economic

justice, social justice, and the environment. We will continue to abuse our fellow beings, even

our own Mother Earth, as long as we carry unhealed social traumas. This does not mean “heal

our traumas first before we try to heal the environment.” It is to recognize that social healing

and ecological healing are the same work. Neither is to be privileged over the other; neither

can succeed without the other.From the causal logic of interbeing—morphic resonance—it is

easy to understand how a society that exploits and abuses its most vulnerable will also exploit

and abuse nature. To take care of vulnerable people generates a field of care that facilitates

care for other vulnerable beings. A caring society is one that is habituated to asking, “Who is



being left out? Who is suffering? Who is unrecognized in their gifts? Whose needs are not

being met?” These are the questions that must guide an ecological society as well as a just

society.The term “social justice” may be too narrow to encompass the kinds of social healing

that must happen for us to be able to fully enact our love for the planet. Traditional areas of

social activism that aim to address racism, poverty, inequality, misogyny, and so forth are

important but they leave unchallenged key institutions like education, medicine, money, and

property, often engaging them only in terms of equal access. It is a very tepid form of activism

to strive for the equal application of existing systems, when the systems themselves are

inherently oppressive whatever the race, gender, or sexual orientation of their subjects.Is what

feminists want, that women have equal representation in the ranks of polluters, vulture fund

CEOs, sweatshop owners, and slumlords? Is what Black Lives Matter activists want, that the

school-to-prison pipeline be open as widely to whites as to blacks in a punishment-oriented

carceral society? I suppose if we take the current system for granted, then the answer would

be yes. If we take for granted a horrible concentration of wealth, then certainly all races should

have equal odds of being in the elite or the underclass. If we take for granted a global war

machine, then I suppose women should be allowed to be generals just as men are. If we take

for granted a planet-wrecking economy, then female, gay, black, disabled, and transgendered

people should be just as welcome at its helm as white males.While they surely would protest at

the above suppositions, the liberal media upholds them implicitly by celebrating every time a

female superhero gets to kick ass in a film, or a government appoints black, gay, or female

people to high positions. But the original feminist and racial justice radicals had a bigger vision

than winning equality in the existing system. The feminists didn’t want just to have equal status

in the patriarchy; they wanted to transform the whole system. Civil rights leaders like Malcolm X

and Martin Luther King Jr. didn’t just want African American men to be treated equally in the

United States military; they wanted to end militarism and imperialism altogether. But today, a

neutered mainstream version of both civil rights and feminism settles for an anodyne ideal of

equality, shifting the occupants of our power structures around but leaving the structures

themselves intact. They seem not to realize that these structures necessitate inequality,

whether delineated by race, gender, or some other distinction. An exploitative system requires

some people to be exploited. Racial prejudice, male chauvinism, nationalism, etc., enable and

justify such a system, but eliminating these forms of bigotry won’t change the underlying

dynamics. Someone else will be exploited instead.
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L. Brooke Stabler, “Brilliantly researched and articulated, this is the new story we all need to

hear.. Climate- A New Story, by Charles Eisenstein is, oddly enough, a love story. His

allegorical introduction leaves no doubt about that. But it’s not a silly or romantic love story, and

no matter how irrational love (Eisenstein tells us so), the case he presents for shifting the

attention of our focus away from carbon emissions and toward the earth as the living, perhaps

even sentient being that it is, is compelling.A more holistic approach.Most ecologists recognize

the soundness of the arguments presented, and Eisenstein has not been remiss with his

citations, nor in his explanations for why the focus has been and continues to be on carbon. But

ecosystems and the biosphere as a whole are very complex systems and the body of the earth

responds in ways we can’t always predict.Carbon is much too limited a focus, one simply

cannot discuss atmospheric carbon without thinking about the water cycle, the two are

inexorably linked, nor can one address issues with the “non-living”, abiotic environment (i.e.

atmosphere, sea, etc.) without recognizing interaction with, and dependence on, the biota. The

two are interdependent.Just like humans and environment, biotic and abiotic.Eisenstein

explains the science clearly, and “correctly”, at least as correctly as “science” understands it.

His uncertainty and exhaustive review of many perspectives is refreshing. He suggests that

climate is not our most dire problem; the relationship we have with the earth, and with each

other, is.That’s where the love story comes in.Earth as thing, as inanimate, cannot be killed. It

can be looked upon as a mass of resources, something for our use, without needs of its own,

non-responsive. Clearly, the earth is responding. Climate change is one of many

responses.Eisenstein asks us to listen, to turn off the noise, to look at the beauty, to feel the

grief, and to listen. The earth is trying to tell us something.Counting carbons is not enough.For

anyone concerned about climate, environment, earth, and humanity, I highly recommend this

book.L. Brooke Stabler, Ph.D.”

Ben Roberts, “A brilliant and provocative reframing of the Climate Crisis. This is an excellent

addition to Eisenstein's radical and thought provoking body of work on the collapse of our

current systems, which he sees as based on the "Story of Separation," and of the transition to

a new (and also ancient) paradigms based on a "Story of Interbeing." This is must reading for

anyone who cares about the climate, especially those who are concerned with policy and

strategy.This is also a fascinating read for anyone who is interested in better ways to engage

"climate deniers." Eisenstein offers a perspective that transcends arguments about climate

science, and even the focus on warming and greenhouse gas emissions as the primary issue

to be grappled with. He contends that our love for Life in all its forms is the only power that can



carry us towards a future worth living into. This spiritual stance takes us out of the realm of

cost benefit analysis and debates regarding the value of one kind of activism or another. At the

same time, it leads us to precisely the kinds of regenerative work that more traditional climate

activists agree are essential, such as an end to deforestation and wetlands destruction, the

rebuilding of soils so that they sequester carbon, etc.Whether one agrees with Eisenstein's

critique of the mainstream's focus on technological and greenhouse gas emissions focused

solutions to the climate crisis or not, I think it is essential that we answer his challenges.

Otherwise, we run a terrible risk of exacerbating many of the worst aspects of our current

system, such as the use of centralized and linear "command and control" strategies that are

incapable of grappling with deeply complex, nonlinear systems dynamics. The unintended

consequences of such an effort could be every bit as dire as the global warming threat we

seek to combat. Indeed, Eisenstein suggests that the very notion that "we" (the climate

saviors) are in a battle against "them" (the deniers, the polluters, the conspiracy theorists, the

con-men profiting off of ecocide) embeds us in the Story of Separation. Without a fundamental

grounding in love and compassion, even for our "opponents," he suggests that we are doomed

to fail. If, on the other hand, we change the Story, seeing that the way we treat anyone and

anything affects everything else, Eisenstein offers us hope that what now seems unlikely or

even impossible might suddenly become natural and ubiquitous.”

Mr. Aj Kennedy, “Not just another book on climate change.. Charles Eisenstein is one of the

most important voices in the world today. His wisdom penetrates the surface of panic and knee

jerk, fear based reactions to the climate crisis, and grounds us in love and wholeness, so that

all our efforts can flow from a place completely in tune with where we ultimately need to be.

Get this book and have your understanding of climate change deepened out completely, at the

same time as lowering your blood cortisol levels, and coming into a place of integrated, holistic

response.”

ZenReader, “Wise, insightful, profound. I can't recommend this book highly enough. It helps us

comprehend the whole climate debate as part of something much broader. The author helps

us see that this crisis is about so much more than cutting carbon emissions. It is about healing

our relationship with the planet and ultimately with ourselves. Reading this has shifted my

entire perspective. Charles Eisenstein has a real gift for clarity - both in his seeing and his

writing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “One of the most important thinkers of our time. In this book Charles

Eisenstein has again gone beyond and behind the dominant rhetoric and baseline beliefs of

our culture to ask the questions that might actually shift us out of where we seem to be

heading. He does this thoroughly, intelligently and eloquently and more importantly with heart

and soul and beauty. Reading his writing makes me feel as if it is possible, as if this great

turning can be within our reach and not in an optimistic head in the clouds way, in an earth

rooted heart centred full human capacity way. So, read it. Where ever you stand in the climate

scales the ideas he puts fourth in this book encompass so much more than a place in a binary

belief system. His writing offers us a belief and values system that can hold the breadth of

earth and all her life systems within our fragile fierce human hearts.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing. Such an important book for anyone interested in the climate to

read. The current Climate narrative is not working. Everything is getting worse and lets be

honest, it won't stop. This book provides solutions that we know will work. It doesn't require a



new technology or more solar panels. It requires a complete shift in our attitudes and system.”

The book by Charles Eisenstein has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 165 people have provided

feedback.
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